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This white paper will explore the ways in which the File Fabric can  be synergistic to an 
existing Office 365 and Teams installation focusing on some key areas that can provide  
additional value  and productivity.  

Enhancing Office 365 and Microsoft Teams with the File Fabric

Introduction 

The Enterprise File Fabric integrates file based storage and object storage into a single pane of 
glass accessible through  a global file system to enhance end user compliance, security, and 
productivity workflows.   

The File Fabric is a non-invasive solution that can be used  alongside Office 365, Microsoft 
Teams, and other file and object data storage solutions. The File Fabric does not replicate data, 
it smart indexes data sets and uses the Office API’s to interact with Office 365, Sharepoint and 
Teams data.
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Single Pane of Glass File and Object usage 

The File Fabric is a multi-cloud content collaboration product. It can be used with a single 
storage endpoint or it can be used with on-premises or on-site storage. including Azure Blob / 
Azure Files / Amazon S3 / Amazon FSx and other storage.  

 
One of the restrictions of Teams and Office 365 is that a single file size is restricted to 2GB. In 
the era of remote working this can be a big restriction for employees working from home. The 
ability to combine File and Object means that there is a simple transparent solution for dealing 
with large files that exceed the 2GB limit. 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/limits-specifications-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/limits-specifications-teams
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Applying Additional File Based Encryption (FBE) to files  

Using the File Fabric Office 365 files can be FIPS encrypted with a private key prior to being 
stored on Teams or Office 365.  The private key is then needed before the file can be retrieved 
and viewed when sharing. 
                        

This feature works from any of the File Fabric clients, web mobile or desktop and can be used 
to protect sensitive data stored on Office365 or Teams. It provides a ‘best effort’ measure for a 
companies compliance team when storing potentially sensitive data on cloud as, if breached, 
passing regulators will look to see what additional measure where taken to protect data. 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric

https://docs.storagemadeeasy.com/cloudencryption?s%5B%5D=fips
https://docs.storagemadeeasy.com/cloudencryption?s%5B%5D=fips
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Enhance external collaboration 

Secure collaboration for remote teams has become more important than ever.  
 
A secure password protected Office 365 or Teams folder can be shared with external 
participants for collaboration. External participants are not required to be Office 365 users but 
are required to be authenticated using Azure DS, either the companies existing Identity Access 
Management solution or using the File Fabric’s built in authentication solution. 

This feature can be used as a ‘drop folder’ in which external users can ‘drop files’ as required 
for use by internal teams. Such folders can be time expired or expire after a single login for 
example. 

This feature does not require the setting up of a guest user within Microsoft Teams and can be 
used for companies to expose a branded shared portal without exposing that Teams or Office 
365 storage is being used. 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric
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Abstract the use of Office 365  

We have companies that use Office365 with the File Fabric too abstract or hide the use of 
what data storage is being used. This can be for temporary contractors or even for external 
parties where temporary access is required. 

When used in this way a user can be added to the File Fabric and this user can be set to work 
with Office 365 in a time  and feature restricted way and in a way that masks the use of 
Office365 or Teams as the storage provider. 

Users can be integrated into a defined authentication system such as Active Directory, LDAP 
or SAML and can also easily be setup to work with guest users from Azure’s federated 
directory services. 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric
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Accelerating File Transfers 

The File Fabric has built in File Transfer acceleration features for transfers to/from object 
storage such as Microsoft Azure Object Storage and Amazon S3 Object Storage.  

When large files are required to be dealt with, outside of the size that Office or Teams can 
accommodate the File Fabric’s accelerated transfer feature, M-Stream can ensure uploads / 
downloads are lightning fast. 

Fast File Transfer acceleration from Office 355 to Azure, S3 or Google Storage is an optimum 
way to move and tier large files between Tier1, Tier 2, or Archive storage. 

   

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric

https://storagemadeeasy.com/M-Stream/
https://storagemadeeasy.com/M-Stream/
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Legacy Protocol Access 

Built in legacy protocol adaptors enabled data to consume data into Office 365 and Sharepoint 
transparently and easily. This is ideal for legacy systems such as printers and scanners, CCTV 
cameras etc that only store data over protocols such as FTP.  

  
   

This can be used to access Office 365 and Teams data from, for example terminal access, 
which can often be a case in Governmental or healthcare institutions. 

This can also be used as a way of storing data directly from IOT Apps and devices. 

It can also service a need for customer or clients that require FTP / FTPS access to data. It 
negates the need to have a separate FTP / FTPS access server for such customers and 
additionally encompasses and facilitates the logging and compliance required to service such 
interactions / requests.

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric
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Backup / Archive of Office 365 and Teams files 

Companies who are using Microsoft Office365 have employees using core 365 features 
inclusive of Sharepoint, OneDrive and Microsoft Teams with all data stored 'in the cloud' and 
often with no backup or archive strategy in place for disaster recovery (DR). This is in many 
cases due to companies having embraced Microsoft Teams and Office 365 in short order due 
to the pandemic and business remote working needs. 

Teams in and of itself is an 'interesting' product in the sense that Teams is built on top of 
multiple Office 365 and Azure services and it can be difficult for a companies to get a handle 
on exactly where data is being stored. 

The Enterprise Strategy Group did some research in which they found that 62% of companies 
used the 'native resiliency capabilities' of cloud services rather than implementing a separate 
strategy for Disaster Recovery and resiliency. 
  
Many companies relying  on Office365 and Teams applications assume that there’s no need to 
protect the data and apps that are stored there, however the final responsibility for data always 
resides with the end customer who needs to take the required actions to protect their 
companies data from: 

- Inadvertent user deletions, employee mistakes or rogue employees  

- Securing data against a Ransomware, malware or other form of attack  

-Business Continuity purposes 
-
-Keeping a secondary copy of data to prevent vendor ‘lock-in' 

Other than Sharepoint online Microsoft relies on the technology of the service to protect data. 
They specifically state in the Office 365 terms of service that the data is the end companies 
responsibility, so a third party service is required for a true office365 / MS Teams file backup 
or strategy for business continuity.  
 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric

https://www.esg-global.com/hubfs/ESG-Brief-Why-You-Still-Need-Backup-Feb-2016.pdf
https://www.esg-global.com/hubfs/ESG-Brief-Why-You-Still-Need-Backup-Feb-2016.pdf
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Backup / Archive of Office 365 / Teams files (cont.) 

The File Fabric/s Office 365 connector can be used to connect an Office 365 account, however 
if you connect as an Administrator it is also able to be used to add a Microsoft Teams account. 

Once added Office 365 data or MS Teams data can be accessed directly through the File 
Fabric as shown below, which shows the view of data within Microsoft Teams direct and the 
same view of Teams data once it is connected to the File Fabric: 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric
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Backup / Archive of Office 365 / Teams files (cont.) 

Files can be added directly to the File Fabric Teams folder and it will appear directly in the 
Microsoft Teams interface. Data can also be moved, re-organised, renamed or deleted. 

The File Fabric can also be configured to backup/archive data on demand using the products 
Forever File technology.  

A secondary cloud storage provider,  perhaps Azure Object Storage for example, can be 
nominated to be the secondary provider and once done the File Fabric will sync files on the 
primary (Teams) to the secondary (Azure in this example) and thereafter when files are 
modified or updated on the primary they will also be updated on the secondary. 

This will ensure that there is always a backup /archive of the Office 365 / Microsoft Teams 
files that can easily be used as a failsafe copy and/or for business continuity purposes. 

If there are multiple Teams setup then the File Fabric can be configured to connect to each. 
  

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric

https://docs.storagemadeeasy.com/foreverfile
https://docs.storagemadeeasy.com/foreverfile
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Real-Time Ransomware Protection 
  

Ransomware can often get to the data held in the cloud through the file structure on the end 
user device.  

The File Fabric provides a real-time ransomware protection feature which archives a copy of 
data stored on Office 365 to a nominated secondary cloud as previously described. In the event 
of a Ransomware attack nominated users can instantly restore data to minimise downtime and 
business interruption.  

Additionally if the Office365 is ever unavailable the ransomware archive will transparently  
serve read-only copy of files until Office 365 is back online.

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric

https://docs.storagemadeeasy.com/ransomwareprotection
https://docs.storagemadeeasy.com/ransomwareprotection
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Real-Time PHI / PII Data Discovery 

  

The File Fabric smart indexes Office 365 and Teams data alongside other corporate file and 
object data to provide a comprehensive meta-data index that it scans and compares with pre-
set compliance templates. If it finds corresponding data within files and documents the files 
will be quarantined until they are actioned by a nominated Administrator.  

The included templates can also be easily expanded to cater for domain specific keywords or 
data that Companies may have.  
 
This can be considered complimentary to the DLP and governance features that Microsoft 
provides for some tiers of their product portfolio.  

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric
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File Fabric Microsoft Teams Integration 

  

With many companies now living in the Microsoft Teams App as part of their daily workflow 
then you will not be surprised that the File Fabric can also be used from directly within 
Microsoft Teams where additional Teams functionality, such as share to chat, share to Team 
etc exist for secure file sharing of file and object clouds that the File Fabric supports. 

The App can also be easily custom branded to provide synergy with a Company’s brand both 
for employees and external collaboration / external partners. 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric
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Multi-Cloud Content Search 

  

Office 365 does a pretty good job for searching for documents it knows about. The File Fabric 
compliments and enhances this by enabling content indexing across other corporate file or 
object storage.  

Was the document in Office365 or somewhere else ? The File Fabric will search its smart 
meta-index across all file and storage points and return the results quickly and efficiently 
making end users more productive and joining up company data sets. 

Using Office365 and SharePoint 365 with the File Fabric
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If you would like to find out more and would like a trial or demo please contact us 
directly. 

 
 

Summary

As demonstrated in this white paper the File Fabric provides many additional key user 
productivity and cybersecurity features complimenting and enhancing an existing investment 
Office 365 and Microsoft Teams. 

Additionally for companies not using Microsoft Security Compliance suite and/or companies 
who want a comprehensive approach across all their data sets across on-premises and cloud, 
inclusive of Office 365 / Teams, the governance and compliance features of the File Fabric can 
be valuable to companies implementing GDPR / HIPAA / FINRA / CCPA polices.

mailto:sales@storagemadeeasy.com?subject=File%20Fabric%20trial%20for%20Offce%20365%20and%20MS%20Teams%20enquiry
mailto:sales@storagemadeeasy.com?subject=File%20Fabric%20trial%20for%20Offce%20365%20and%20MS%20Teams%20enquiry
mailto:sales@storagemadeeasy.com?subject=File%20Fabric%20trial%20for%20Offce%20365%20and%20MS%20Teams%20enquiry
mailto:sales@storagemadeeasy.com?subject=File%20Fabric%20trial%20for%20Offce%20365%20and%20MS%20Teams%20enquiry
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